Single trial analysis of evoked potentials to noxious thermal stimulation in man.
Thermal (laser) evoked responses were obtained from 13 male volunteers. A single trial analysis technique with a latency adjusting adaptive filter was used to analyze evoked response amplitudes. Significant and substantial within-subject linear correlations were found between the magnitude (A) of the primary waveform (RMS muV of the P200--N300-P400 complex ) and subjective pain response (R) as well as stimulus intensity (S). Since subjective pain response was strongly correlated with stimulus intensity, the partial correlation coefficients were calculated for R vs. A with S controlled, and S vs. A with R controlled, for each subject. The partial correlations revealed a much stronger relationship between subjective response and the evoked response amplitude, suggesting that the primary complex may measure neural events in the pain perception process rather than transduction and transmission of the stimulus event.